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• Assume trapping rate scales 
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Spatial Capture Recapture (SCR/SECR)

• Uses individual markings • Assume trapping 
rate scales linearly 
with density

Romairone et al 2018 Caravaggi et al 2016
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Objectives

• Compared density estimates from SC and REST models in NE Alberta
• Model stability across years

• Measures of precision

• Comparison with density estimates from other sources
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Comparisons to alternate estimates

Aerial Surveys
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Understanding assumptions is important



Assumptions

1. Density does not vary during 
sampling period

2. λ0 and σ were estimated for 
each year, but assumed 
constant across space
• vary with movement, home range 

size, and habitat use

1. Density does not vary during 
sampling period

2. Random sample of environment
• Cameras placed randomly, but likely 

microhabitat selection

3. Perfect detection 
• Model of effective detection distance

4. Sample behavior randomly
• Camera investigation likely inflates 

estimates

Spatial Capture (SC) Random Encounter & Staying Time (REST)



Other considerations

• Computation requirements
• SC models can be computationally intensive

• Design assumptions
• Random camera placement for REST vs high detection rates for SC



Conclusions

• Substantial divergence between SC and REST
• Biological truth is unknown, making validation difficult

• Pragmatic approach for monitoring:
• use both estimators where possible

• consider the ecological plausibility of assumptions

• There is no silver bullet
• How, and by how much, can we improve these estimates? 
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